Implementation of Binary Search on a Singly Linked List Using Dual Pointers
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Abstract— To perform Binary Search based on Divide and Conquer Algorithm, determination middle element of a series of elements is necessary. But memory allocation for a singly linked list is dynamic and not contiguous. Hence, determination of middle element becomes difficult. This paper aims to provide an alternative approach using two different pointers to perform binary search on a singly linked list.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Binary Search is a widely used searching algorithm based on divide and conquer algorithm. Binary Search is particularly used in cases where the size of the input set of data is large and hence this approach provides better result in comparison with the linear search technique. However this technique requires the middle position of the sorted sequence to be identified so that the search may proceed from there. In case of conventional single dimensional arrays, determination of the middle element is easy and can be performed in O(1) or constant time using direct access. In case of linked list, as the memory allocation is non-contiguous, hence, determination of this middle element becomes difficult. We present a solution of the same using two pointers for determining the middle element of a sequence and hence perform binary search on that particular sequence.

II. RELATED WORK

Binary Search is usually fast and efficient for arrays and is difficult to implement for singly linked lists. This is because in an array, accessing the middle index between two given array indices is easy and fast. It usually involves finding out the average of the two indices and accessing that particular element. Thus the running time is constant i.e. O (1). However in linked list, To access the middle node, we need to traverse the entire list, node by node and keep a count of the elements, and then traversing again up to half the counted value to go to the middle element. Thus the running time of finding middle node increases. We adopt an alternative algorithm to compute the middle element of a linked list.

III. ALGORITHM TO FIND OUT THE MIDDLE ELEMENT

We use two pointers named as Fast Pointer and Slow Pointer to compute the middle element of a linked list. We initialize both the pointers to the beginning of the linked list or head node at the first. Now we traverse through the list node by node. For every single step of the Slow Pointer, the Fast Pointer moves twice. Thus, when the Fast Pointer reaches the end of the list, the Slow Pointer has made half the number of movements as the Fast Pointer and hence points to the middle element as required.

IV. SOURCE CODE FOR DETERMINING THE MIDDLE ELEMENT

```c
node * middleNode( node * startNode , node * endNode) {
    if( startNode == NULL ) {
        // If the linked list is empty
        return NULL;
    }

    node * slowPtr = startNode;
    node * fastPtr = startNode -> next;
    while ( fastPtr != endNode ) {
        fastPtr = fastPtr -> next;
        if( fastPtr != endNode ) {
            slowPtr = slowPtr -> next;
            fastPtr = fastPtr -> next;
        }
    }
    return slowPtr;
}
```

Note that for each loop iteration, slowPtr moves just one location while fastPtr moves two nodes at a time.

*/
```

At the end, the slowPtr will be pointing to the middle node */
V. ALGORITHM FOR IMPLEMENTING BINARY SEARCH ON THE LINKED LIST AFTER COMPUTING THE MIDDLE ELEMENT

After implementing the function to get middle node using the concept of dual pointers, we now need to focus on the algorithm itself. We proceed in a similar way as binary search is implemented in arrays.

- We have the starting node (set to Head of the list), and the ending node (set to NULL initially).
- Then the middle node between the startNode & endNode is calculated using the method described earlier.
- If middleNode matches the required value to search, we have found the required node searched for and we return it.
- else, if middleNode's data < value, then we need to move to upper half (by setting startNode to middleNode's next).
- else we move to lower half (by setting endNode to middle).

```c
node * binarySearch(int valueToSearch)
{
    node * startNode = head;
    node * endNode = NULL;
    do
    {
        node * middle = middleNode(startNode, endNode);
        if (middle == NULL)
        {
            // Searched Element Not Present
            return NULL;
        }
        if (middle->data == valueToSearch)
        {
            return middle;
        }
        else if (middle->data < valueToSearch)
        {
            // need to search in upper half
            startNode = middle->next;
        }
        else
        {
            // need to search in lower half
            endNode = middle;
        }
    } while (endNode == NULL || endNode->next != startNode);
    // data not present
    return NULL;
}
```

Further to these, decision on the base case is necessary. It is important to decide when to terminate the loop as it cannot run infinitely. When dealing with arrays, the loop termination condition was index of start > index of end. But in linked list, we deal with nodes, so, the concept of indices, as in arrays, does not arise. A solution to this is keeping a check on values and terminate if: starting node's data > ending node's data. However, this check would fail if the list is comprised of all nodes with the same value. We then decide upon the base case as when the entire list gets traversed, we encounter the condition where endNode points directly before startNode i.e. endNode->next == startNode. This marks the end of iterations as the entire list has been traversed.

VI. SOURCE CODE FOR IMPLEMENTING BINARY SEARCH ON THE LINKED LIST AFTER COMPUTING THE MIDDLE ELEMENT USING THE CONCEPT OF DUAL POINTERS

```c
node * binarySearch(int valueToSearch)
{
    node * startNode = head;
    node * endNode = NULL;
    do
    {
        node * middle = middleNode(startNode, endNode);
        if (middle == NULL)
        {
            // Searched Element Not Present
            return NULL;
        }
        if (middle->data == valueToSearch)
        {
            return middle;
        }
        else if (middle->data < valueToSearch)
        {
            // need to search in upper half
            startNode = middle->next;
        }
        else
        {
            // need to search in lower half
            endNode = middle;
        }
    }
    while (endNode == NULL || endNode->next != startNode);
    // data not present
    return NULL;
}
```

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Implementation of Binary Search on single dimensional arrays is simpler than implementing it on linked lists due to the fact that linked list nodes are allocated memory non-contiguously and also that there is no concept of index in a linked list as there is in arrays. The approach of Fast and Slow Pointers as described tries to implement binary search and any other divide and conquer algorithm on a singly linked list that relies on the determination of middle element of a sequence. Unlike arrays, where determination of middle element is done via direct access at O(1) time, computing middle element for a singly linked list may take up to O(n) time where n is the number of elements in the list.
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